Abstract-High level of reliability is needed by the backplane bus for the Aircraft Information Management System (AIMS) that can ensure the robust and fault tolerant communication between its Line Replaceable Modules (LRM), which in turns ensures the safety critical hard real time control system operation. As the time driven protocol is more reliable than the event driven protocols, this backplane bus needs to be implemented with time division control protocol. For that matter, more attention is needed to ensure the synchronization issues between LRMs. This paper is the extension of our previous work and addresses 
I. INTRODUCTION
Aircraft Information Management System (AIMS) gathers the information from the different sensors and process them for displaying and controlling different aspects of flight data. These include flight management, display, central maintenance, communication management, airplane condition monitoring and etc [1] . AIMS consists of two redundant cabinets implementing seven primary aircraft functions, each cabinet has four processing modules and four I/O modules that have to share same back plane bus [2] . The control systems for passenger aircrafts are considered to Manuscript be safety critical hard real time systems. These systems need intra-cabinet communication system to share the information among the different Line Replaceable Units (LRU) within the cabinet. Time Triggered Protocol (TTP) is a preferred choice for such systems over the event triggered protocol for the aforesaid communication because the former has known and constant bus loading, latency and jitter, and also it supports composability [3] . As these control systems work on 25 Hz to 100 Hz, this backplane communication needs not to be very fast but the reliability must be high to ensure the safety of the aircraft. In this paper, we proposed a scheme to implement the backplane bus controller in the FPGA for such kind of safety critical hard real time control systems. We used ARINC 659 backplane bus protocol as an example and implemented the controller of its Bus Interface Unit (BIU). This protocol ensures the safety critical requirements as it has robust portioning in time and space, fault detection and tolerance; and the availability of redundant buses with cross-checking capability [4] .
Moreover, the use of FPGAs has been proven for the experimental as well as industrial purposes especially for developing the real time systems in a single chip [5, 6] . We used Altera's NIOS development board, Cyclone II edition for our implementation platform [7] . This board has been used because it also has soft processor core NIOS, which has to be used in our related work of Host design for the BIU to complete our full system on chip design. It provides a hardware platform for developing embedded systems based on Altera Cyclone II devices with 50 MHz oscillator and Power-on reset circuitry. This paper represents the extension of our previous work in [8] that includes Table Memory implementation scheme for the referred system. Section II discusses the architecture overview of ARINC 659 back plane bus; section III discusses the design and implementation of Table Memory and controller; section IV shows the test bench and the results of Modelsim and Quartus on our proposed Verilog model that proves the cycle accurate implementation of controller and the Table Memory in compliance with ARINC 659 specifications; and section V is the conclusion.
II. ARINC 659 ARCHITECTURE
The detailed architecture of ARINC 659 is explained in [4] , some important aspects are highlighted in this section from the aforesaid reference to introduce the overall architecture who's Table Memory and Controller  implementation will be discussed in the later sections. ARINC 659 transfers half duplex serial data. The use of serial lines increases reliability by reducing the hardware. A III. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME OF Fig. 2 [8] . Table  memory is for storing the table commands just like ROM. BIU accesses 32 bit command words by providing specific address to the table memory. BIU control block can be regarded as an application specific instruction processor (ASIP) that can fetch the command words from the Table  memory by generating appropriate address, decode them, and execute them to control all the synchronization and window operations of BIU. Fig. 3 shows the internal design of control block [8] . Modular approach has been used to simplify the design; which includes Table Memory Interface Unit (TMIU), Command Decoder Unit (CDU), Command Management Unit (CMU), Command Buffer Unit (CBU), BIU State Management Unit (BSMU) and BIU Operations Control Unit (BOCU). Three separate finite state machines have been implemented to design the control block. This enables the partitioning of control block into three subdivisions. First state machine has been implemented in CMU. It is responsible for controlling TMIU to fetch the command words from table memory. It also enables the CDU to decode the received command word. Moreover, some FDL commands consist of two or three table memory command words, so it is also responsible to get the full information of these commands and convert them to comprehensive single access commands also called Comprehensive Command Information (CCI) in this paper. The CCIs are then stored in the CBU that can be accessed by the BOCU in a single system cycle.
Second state machine has been implemented in BSMU. It controls the BIU current state with respect to synchronization. Third state machine can be regarded as master controller of the control block that has been implemented in BOCU to control all the BIU operations. The detailed design scheme is discussed as under;
A. Table Memory
Table memory is a ROM used to store the table command sequence. The top level design is shown in Fig. 4 . The command sequence is programmed by the user according to the backplane activity requirements. The BIU starts fetching commands from the table memory as it gets In-sync state by using its TMIU. The table memory has been designed for the following features; Single port ROM to be accessed by BIU, 8K words ROM, Word accessible 32-bit register output, 13 bit address field required to address 8K addresses of the respective words. As ARINC 659 supports the Entry Resynchronous and Frame Change operations, the indirect addressing is needed to store the real address of the jumpnext frame address or the next address in a command sequence. As the code width is 8 bit wide so the lower 256 addresses are supported for the jump table. In this way, the next jump address is stored within first 256 addresses of the table memory. Therefore, the general command sequence is mapped starting from the 257 th location of the ROM till the 8192 th location. B. ISA Design ISA has been designed to translate the FDL commands into the binary format that can be stored in the table memory. All the commands necessary for the possible BIU operations have been included as discussed in [4] . Fig. 5 shows the 32 bit instruction fields for every command. Some commands like BOW, VER, ERU, ERV, FCU and FCV take more than one word to store the required information. 
C. Command Management Scheme
TMIU, CDU, CBU and CMU in Fig. 3 show the command management scheme of our controller design. The aforesaid design units are responsible for fetching command words from the table memory, decoding them, generating and storing CCI in the CBU. Functionality of TMIU may be regarded as Address Generation Unit (AGU). It generates 16-bit address for the table memory to map 64K words. Address generation logic include the incremental address for the commands like BOW, GAP, DELTA, SSYNC etc; it also includes the jump and return for supporting JUMP, CALL and RETURN commands-a level 8 stack has been implemented for storing return addresses. Moreover, it includes the indirect addressing for supporting Frame Change (FC) and Entry Resynchronous (ER) commands. The CDU decodes the command words that are fed by the TMIU. The decoded information is given to CMU for further management of commands. The decoded information include the command type, gap value, delta value, version value, BIU behavior in the current BOW command that may be transmit or receive or skip, basic or M/S and etc. One implementation problem is to keep record of previous command words to decode the multi-word commands. For that matter, the specific command counters and flags have been used that are set when the first word of command is encountered; and the command counters are incremented on every next command word received. When the counter value equals to the number of command words for the specific command, the decoded information is completed and the flags are cleared. The CBU is a FIFO designed to the depth of 8 49-bit levels. The CMU stores the 49-bit comprehensive command information into the CBU that can be accessed in a single cycle by the BOCU. Therefore, we implemented the CBU to cater dual access problems. Full and Empty signals have been provided to let the writing and reading units know about the status of the FIFO. Moreover, simultaneous read and write has also been resolved in the HDL design. A state machine has been implemented in the CMU that is responsible for managing commands by controlling different operations during its different states; Get next command word state: enables TMIU to get the next command word and also provides it information to generate the address of next command word, Decode command word state: enables CDU to decode the current command word, Execute command word state: generates the comprehensive command information (CCI), Push command words state: writes the CCI into the CBU when it is not Full.
The need of this command management scheme arise from the stringent requirement of executing transmit command (may include BOW, ERU, ERV, FCU and FCV) within two bus cycles of the last window-minimum Gap time [4] . The aforesaid requirement needs the next command to be fetched and decoded in one bus cycle and executed in the second cycle to enable the transmission within the minimum Gap time. As shown in Fig. 4 , some FDL commands that exhibit transmission on the bus are two (ER/FC) and some are three (BOW) words in width. To fetch a command consisting of three command words, and decode those three words needs six system clock cycles. Therefore, the severity of this problem depends upon the comparative speed of system clock and the bus clock. To overcome the abovementioned problem, three schemes can be analyzed. First is to support comparatively high system clock with respect to bus clock. Secondly, ISA can be designed to support encoding of a FDL command into a single access register. Thirdly, the command words can be fetched and decoded in advance to the execution time, and saved as a single cycle access entity, then BOCU may get the comprehensive command in one bus cycle and execute that in the next to comply with the requirement. We adopted the third scheme because it has no hazards of additive 
D. BIU Synchronization Management Scheme
BIU synchronization management unit (BSMU) is shown in Fig. 3 . A state machine has been implemented in this unit to control the current state of BIU and its transitions. Fig. 6 shows the BIU state transition requirements as described in [4] that have been implemented in this unit. This state machine requires four states: Initializing, out of sync, in sync and disconnected. The states are changed on receiving different status signals from the BOCU. These signals include sync loss, detection of initial sync pulse or long resync pulse, bad cabinet position and version mismatch. All these signals are generated during the different bus operations that include entry resynchronization and frame change processes and the sync pulses receive operations. Hence, this unit decides the current BIU state and assists the BOCU unit to control BIU operations as they depend on it. 
E. BIU Operations Control Scheme
This is the core module of BIU controller design that is responsible for all the bus activity and controlling other modules within BIU for their desired operations shown in Fig. 3 as BIU operations control unit (BOCU). It holds the special function registers needed by BIU, executes the table memory commands, manages the synchronization pulses operations and provides services to the Host along with controlling the smaller modules within control block. It also communicates outside the control block with transceiver block and host interface. Following is the brief description of BOCU functionality; Special Function Registers (SFRs) include Full Resolution Timer Register (FRTR) that is a 43 bit wide counter used to count every bit time of the backplane bus; two 32-bit Version Registers contain table major version, table minor version and cabinet position used to ensure cabinet-wide operational consistency; two 4-bit registers for GAP size and Delta size are used to store the current Gap value and Delta value supported in the command table; 20-bit Wait Limit register used as a reference to wait time for the long resync pulse detection before generating initial sync message. The details of these registers can be seen from [4] .
A state machine has been implemented in the BOCU that have the states named Get command state: to fetch the next CCI from the CBU, Execute command state: to execute the command operations, Wait for initial pulse state: for waiting the long resync pulse before generating the initial pulse, Initial pulse operation state: for generating the initial pulse when the Wait limit is over, Out of sync operations state: this includes waiting for the long resync message and executing its receive operations to get the jump address, and the synchronization operation.
When the BOCU encounters the constant value commands like GAP, DELTA and VER it simply stores their values in their respective SFRs. The BOW commands are executed depending upon the message typeTransmission_info. It may be Master transmit, shadow1 transmit, shadow2 transmit, shadow3 transmit, M/S skip, Basic transmit, Basic receive and Basic skip. When BOCU encounters the BOW command, it transmits/receives or skips the required number of words as shown in Fig. 7 .
IV.
V.
VI.
VII. When the BOCU encounters the SSYNC command it enables the transceiver block shown in Fig. 2 to generate the short sync pulse. Entry resync and Frame change commands (ERU/ERV/FCU and FCV) operations have also been implemented in this unit. These commands need the BIU operations to receive or transmit the three word message along with the long resync pulse. The flow diagrams of these commands can be seen in [4] . JUMP, CALL and RETURN commands are managed by CMU to avoid any delay in the back plane activity. FREE, JUMPI, CALLI and RETI commands just need a counter to wait for the number of bus cycles as described in the FREE command and implicit idle respectively before proceeding to next command execution. Moreover, the receive operations of the long resync and initial sync messages for BIU not In sync state have also been implemented in the BOCU. This enables a Disconnected or Out of sync BIU to re-enter the In sync state.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Modelsim and Quartus have been used for the verification of controller implementation. Fig. 8 shows the command program test bench and its hex code translation-to be saved into the table memory-for verification purposes. This command program includes five windows that generate basic and M/S messages. Also, FC and ER commands are included to check the frame change and entry resync operations. Two LRMs and backplane bus were modeled in Verilog HDL. Each LRM contained two BIUs. Transceiver block was also modeled to check the functionality of controller-whole system design explanation is beyond the scope of this paper. Fig. 9 shows the bus activity (Modelsim simulation). From left to right is initial sync pulse, long resync pulse, SSYNC, 4 message windows separated by SSYNC, ERU, ERV, 5 th window, FCV and then again jump to the start of program. Fig. 10 shows the RTL view of synthesized finite state machines; Fig. 11 shows the Table Memory implementation by using Mega Wizard Plug-In Manager of Quartus; and Fig. 12 shows the synthesized Table Memory and Controller implementation as generated by Quartus. We used 60 MHz as a system clock to verify the controller design as previously used in [8] .
V. CONCLUSION This work shows the successful implementation of backplane bus Controller and Table Memory for ARINC  659 specifications. This implementation technique addresses the real time problems of fetching and decoding commands, managing synchronization mechanisms, and controlling the bus operations. It also addresses the design of instruction set for translating commands into binary format that can be stored in Table Memory 
